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An Enriched Homogeneous Nuclear Reactor*t 
Los Alamos Scienh& Laboratory of the University of California, Los Alamos, Nmv Mexico 

(Received December 12, 1950) 

A discussion is given of the design considerations, operational procedures, safety devices, and performance 
of a small homogeneous reactor using enriched uranium in a water solution and beryllium oxide and graphite 
for the neutron reflector. A high power and a low power phase of this reactor are described. 

I. HISTORY 

A 
DECISION was reached in August, 1943, to 
build at Los Alamos a small homogeneous reactor 

that would use an aqueous uranyl salt solution enriched 
in p5. This reactor was to be used to gain experience 
in the operation and control of a chain-reacting assem- 
bly while using a minimum of active material. It shortly 
became known as the “Water Boiler,” a name that has 
achieved status through years of usage. Basically, the 
water boiler consists of a container filled with the en- 
riched solution surrounded by a neutron reflector and a 
set of control rods to adjust the criticality. The critical 
mass calculations for such an assembly were first per- 
formed by R. F. Christy. 

A value of 10 kilowatts was arbitrarily chosen as a 
worth-while operating level, and a group under the 
direction of D. W. Kerst with the advice of R. F. Christy 
worked on preliminary plans and calculations for such a 
power operation, completing these in September, 1943. 
It then appeared more advisable to construct tit a 
boiler of much lower power. This design is referred to 
as LOPO. The decision was reached because it elimi- 
nated heavy shielding requirements while minimizing 
possible di5culties which might arise in connection with 
keeping the uranium compounds in solution, gas evolu- 
tion from decomposition of the water by fission frag- 
ments, and contamination of the solution by fission 
@aents. The plans for LOP0 were completed in 
November, 1943. A separate building to house the water 
boiler was built in Los Alamos canyon, su5ciently 
removed from the rest of the technical area to exclude 
any possible hazard. Assemblyi of LOP0 under the 
direction of D. W. Rerst proceeded through the spring 
of 1944, and it went critical in May, 1944, with 565 
grams of Ups. 

As a result of the successful operation and experience 
gained from LOPO, it seemed desirable to construct a 
high power unit to be used as a strong neutron source 
for various experiments. A power of 1 kilowatt was 
- 

*This work was performed under the auspices of the Man- 
hattan Project and the AEC. 

f This paper does not include recent modifications and operat- 
bg experience with the water boiler. It covers operation to 
October, 1946. 

‘The group assembling a nd operating the low power boiler 
consisted of C. P. Baker, F. L. Bentzen, J. Bridge, R. E. Carter, 
B. Daghlian, G. Friedlander, H. Hammel, J. Hinton, F. de 
Boffrnann, M. G. Holloway, D. W. Kerst, L. D. P. King, H. M. 
Lehr, J. H. Midney, R. E. Schreiber, J. W. Starrier, and P. H. 
Watkins. 

chosen as a suitable value to give a neutron flux of about 
5X lOlo with a minimum of cooling requirements. 

The design of this new water boiler, called HYPO, 
was undertaken by a group2 under the leadership of 
L. D. P. King with the advice of E. Fermi. The chemi- 
cal work was under the direction of L. Helmholtz. 
Essential design features were completed in October, 
1944, and construction proceeded during November, 
1944. Critical conditions were reached in December, 
1944, with 808 grams of V5 in a 14.5 percent enriched 
solution. 

The operation of the boiler was completely successful 
until a precipitate formed, and a drop in reactivity oc- 
curred on July 7, 1945, after 1000 kilowatt hours of 
operation. Some minor design changes were made 
along with maintaining the solution at a higher acid 
concentration, and the boiler was put into operation 
again. 

II. LOWER POWER WATER BOILER (LOPO) 

A. Design Considerations 
The first experimental version of the water boiler, 

LOPO, was designed with the requirement in mind that 
a minimum of active material be used. This implied (1) 
a minimum of absorbing material, and (2) a neutron 
reflector of high reflecting power. It was also required 
that the design be as simple as feasible consistent with 
safety and that accurate control of reactivity be 
possible. 

. 

The schematic design of LOP0 is shown in Fig. 1. 
Uranyl sulfate in ordinary water was chosen for the 
enriched solution, since the sulfate is more soluble 
and has less neutron absorption than the other common 
water soluble uranyl salt considered, i.e., uranyl 
nitrate.3 Calculations of R. F. Christy4 showed that if 
one wanted to operate with relatively low enrichment, 
somewhere between 7 percent and 15 percent Uj5, the 
diameter of the sphere containing the solution should 
be about 1 ft for a minimum amount of Vs. Hence, 
after corrosion tests,5 a 1-ft diameter, &-in. wall, 

*This group consisted of H. L. Anderson, F. L. Bentzen, J. 
Bridge, R. E. Carter, L. Helmholtz, J. Hinton, L. D. P. King, 
D. Nagal, J. C. ru’evenzel, R. E. Schreiber, J. W. Starner, J. Tabin, 
and P.-H. -Watkins. 

- - - - 

3 L. Helmholtz and G. Friedlander, “Properties of uranyl 
sulphate solutions,” MDDC-808. 

4 For a rough indication of how such a calculation is performed 
see R. F. Christy, MDDC-72. 

5 G. Friedlander and P. H. Watkins, section on corrosion 
studies in report LADC-819. 
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stainless steel (type 347 18-8) sphere was chosen to 
contain the solution. The composition of the solution 
as used in LOP0 is given in Table I. Calculations indi- 
cated that beryllium oxide would make the best neutron 
reflector, and the Chemistry-Metallu Division of the 
Laboratory developed a method of producing 3-in. 
X3-in.X6-in. bricks of density 2.i which were used in 
LOPO? 

Control of reactivity was accomplished by means of 
a single control rod, which consisted of a 3Pin. long 
cylinder of cadmium s in. in diameter, moved in a 
vertical direction and operated by. means of a selsyn. 
Calculations indicated that the negative temperature 
coefficient of LOP0 would be about lW(AK/R) per 

TABLE I. LOP0 solution composition. 

Element Grams Moles 
ua bams per 

atom 

L?= 580 2.47 
p3s 337% 14.19 
S 534 16.66 
0 14,068 880.4 
H 1573 1561 
Stainless steel 1100 20 

sphere and 
re-entrant tube 

T-I’O$OI=2~H~O+HnO= 15 liters 
Density 1.348 at 39OC 
Lx5 concentration 14.6i percent 

640 
12.1” 
0.45 
0.0009 
0.31 

l Corrected for high energy contribution. 

6 A detailed description of the design factors of LOP0 can be 
found in a report from this laboratory, LADC-819. 

’ Developed by &I. Sands (unpublished patent application). 
Trr See “Approach to critical,” LADC-819, Section 11. 

degree centigrade. Since it was intended to run LOP0 
only at a few hundredths of a watt of power, the heat 
generation in the solution itself would be negligible. 
However, temperature fluctuations might be produced 
by external causes. Because it was hoped to make ac- 
curate reactivity measurements of LOPO, a thermo- 
stated enclosure was built completely surrounding the 
boiler. An electronic control circuit; maintained the 
temperature in the enclosure to O.Ol°C. 

The solution could be dropped into a flat conical 
storage basin below the steel sphere where it was in a 
noncritical configuration. Kumerous safety features 
were included in the design to prevent unexpectedly 
supercritical conditions or accidental loss of solution. 

B. Approach to Critical 
Because this was the first chain reaction with en- 

riched active material, many precautions were taken 
while approaching critical. Five independent neutron 
detectors placed in diEerent positions were used to de- 
termine the multiplication of a 2OOmillicurie radium- 
beryllium source placed at the center of the sphere by 
means of a thimble type re-entrant tube through the 
upper pipe, indicated in Fig. 1. &4 zero reading, i.e., for 
no multiplication, was obtained by filling the sphere 
with distilled water. The empty sphere (i.e., sphere with 
solution dumped) and source were used to standardize 
all detectors before and after each change of concen- 
tration. 

Active material was added in small amounts by dis- 
solving additional enriched uranyl sulfate in one or 
two liters of solution which had been removed from the 
conical pan. This more concentrated solution was re- 
placed, and the mixture forced into the sphere by air 
pressure. Great care was taken by various means to 
assure adequate mixing of the solution before addition 
of further enriched material. 

The neutron detectors used to determine the multi- 
plication were (1) Indium foils with and without cad- 
mium around the foil in the reflector 3 in. from the 
sphere surface; (2) Manganese foils in the reentrant 
tube placed at the center and near the edge of the 
sphere; (3) An external BF3 ionization chamber bare 
and in a parafb block, 9 in-X113 in., covered with 
cadmium; (4) A small Lm5 ionization chamber about 
A in. o.d. placed in the re-entrant tube about 3 in. from 
the center; (3) A large Lm8 ionization chamber placed 
against the sphere in the rdector (this io&ation cham- 
ber had 248 square centimeters area covered with 2 g s 
of Ll?=). 

The shape which the curves of Fig. 2 have when 
plotting reciprocal counting rate (normalized to unity 
at zero mass of ‘u23’) against mass of Ij-ps can be quali- 
tatively understood.is Thermal detectors placed inside 
the reacting retion should give an approximate straight 
line and hence the best extrapolated estimate of the 
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critical mass, intercepting the abscissa at the critical 
mass (detectors placed at the center were too near the 
ZOO-millicurie radium-beryllium source and hence gave 
a concave downward curve). The best position for such 
a detector is probably at the node of the third harmonic 
of the thermal neutron distribution which has a high 
peak at the source. One of the manganese detectors 
was placed approximately in this position after the 
strong source effect was observed at the central position. 
Detectors -placed outside the reactor should ideally 
give curves concave upward, since they count both 
fast and slow leakage. It is apparent from the trend 
of all the curves that rather accurate predictions of the 
critical mass could be made before actually going 
critical. When the last addition had been made, the 
control rod was pulled out slowly until a good counting 
rate was obtained, the driving source removed, and then 
the boiler ran itself, the neutron level responding to the 
control rod. 

The U235 in the sphere at this time was 574.8 g. 
Correcting for the rod position, a missing reflector 
block, due to the presence of one of the recording ioniza- 
tion chambers, and a small re-entrant tube gave 565.5 g 
of U235 as the critical mass. This checked original calcu- 
lations of R. F. Christy extremely well, probably some- 
what fortuitously. 

After criticality had been reached, the highest power 
to which LOP0 was run during its entire existence was 
about 50 milliwatts at an average temperature of 39°C. 

C. Calibration Measurements 
The first measurement was to determine the position 

of the control rod at which the reaction would just be 
self-sustaining (i.e., K= 1, where K is the reproduction 
factor including delayed neutrons) against varying 
amounts of U235 in solution. This measurement serves 
as an intermediate step in the measurement of the 
quantity one is really interested in, namely, the abso- 
lute criticality of the system as a function of rod posi- 
tion for a specified mass of U235 normally in the operat- 
ing boiler. Thus, we wish to obtain a relation between 
AK and A M  (here M  denotes the mass of U235). Let 
AK=clAM. Then cl is not necessarily constant, but 
it can be shown that for a chain-reacting assembly of 
the water boiler type, it is adequate to consider it a 
constant provided (AK/K)<<l. The constant cl was 
determined by means of a “boron bubble” experiment,s 
which involved displacing a small portion of the active 
solution by a solution of equivalent nuclear properties 
except that it did not give rise to fission, and then meas- 
uring the effect of this insertion on control rod position.g 
The factor cl was determined to be 5.48XlO-4.. A 

* The experiment was performed by F. L. Bentzen, J. Bridge, 
Es Fermi, R. P. Feynman, F. de Hoffmann, D. W. Kerst, L. D. P. 
King, and G. A. Young-see LADC-816. 

’ The theoretical considerations concerned with the measure- 
ment of K  and K, are described in some detail by F. de Hoffmann 
in The Science and En+zeering oj Nuclear Power (Addison Wesley 
Press, Cambridee tiassachusetts 1949) Vol. II, Chapter 9. 
These considera&ns are based on )referenck 8. 

FIG. 2. 

theoretical calculationlo of this quantity was per- 
formed and the value checked exactly. 

For a given K greater than unity, the neutron in- 
tensity of the water boiler rises with a definite period T. 
This can be measured experimentally; and the results 
are plotted in Fi g. 3. Theoretically the relation between 
AK and T is known to be given by a relation of the 
form,” n .Lc . 

‘P 4K=--+rfx =, 
T i T+ Ti . 

FIG. 3. 

lo E. Fermi and J. Hinton, LADC-818. 
l1 See, for instance, Chapter 5 by F. L. Friedman, in The Science 

and Engineering of N&ear Popwer (Addison Wesley Press, Cam- 
bridge, Massachusetts, 1947)) Vol. I. 
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‘p 

TABLX II. Thus, we may write Eq. (1) using Q,= 135XlP set, 
yj=O.O087, and Hughes’ data’* on delayed neutrons 

in &onds (~experimental (~theoretical 

25 2.21 x10-3 2.12 x10+ 
40 1.64 x10-3 1.60 x10-3 

100 0.855 x 10-a 0.835 x 10-S 
400 0.274x 10-3 0.254 x lo-3 

where the symbols have the following meaning : Q, is 
the average time from one fission to the next, due to 
prompt neutrons alone; 2’ is the period of the water 
boiler; rf is the effective fraction of neutrons which 
are delayed; pi is the fraction of delayed neutrons in a 
given delay period relative to the total number f; 
and rc is the particular period of the delayed neutrons 
under consideration. We speak here of an “effective” 
fraction of delayed neutrons, since the delayed neu- 
trons are emitted with energies of several hundred ke+ 
compared to the mean neutron ener,by from prompt 
fission which is higher than one Mev. Thus, the delayed 
neutrons have a different effectiveness in maintaining 
the reaction as compared to the prompt ones. Strictly 
speaking, y should be d8erent for each period, but we 
choose to deal with an appropriately weighted average 
y. The values of pi and 7i are well known.l* However, 
we need to establish values for Q, and ~j. An experi- 
ments to establish 7p and rf by means of rapidly oscil- 
lating an absorber in the water boiler was performed 
and the following values obtained: 

rp= 135=t20 psec, and rf=O.O086. 

-4nother method of estimating yf is available. This is 
to consider Eq. (1) with 2’ large compared to rp and pi. 
Then 

TAK = y j c qi7i= 12.7, (2) 
t 

where* the ~i’s and the 7i’s are those of Hughes et aZ.* 
The results of Fig. 3 together with the T=4O@sec 
value of Table II indicate that TAK approaches about 
0.11 or that rf is about 0.0087 which is as good a 
check as we may hope for with the value obtained. 

TABLE III. HYPO solution composition. 

Element GlWllS Moles 
uo bans per 

atom ~~ 
IF 869.6 3.7 640 
ups 5341 22.44 12.1 
N 731 52.2 1.73 
0 13780 860 o.ooo9 
H 1312 1302 0.31 
Stainless steel 

sphere and 
cooling coil 3000 55 - 

UOZ(NO&-~H~O+HZO= 13.65 liters 
Density= 1.615 
W5 concentration 14.5 percent 

The HYPO differs from the LOP0 in that some safety 
features and a mechanism for the handling of the 
uranium solution by remote control were added; 
internal cooling of the solution, neutron and gamma-ray 
shielding, and a system for flushing air over the solu- 
tion to remove the gases generated in the reaction were 
incorporated; uranyl nitrate, rather than sulfate was 
chosen. To make the boiler a convenient research tool, 
a graphite thermal column was built against one face 
of the reflector and a number of ports were placed in 
the column and the reflector. The control system of the 
HYPO was made more elaborate’ than that for the 
LOPO, both to provide a wider range of control and to 
make the operation more nearly automatic and fool- 
proof. The latter feature made it possible for a tech- 
nician to operate the reactor after a rather brief 
training period. 

135 626 6287 
__I)_+- 

T T+0.62 T+2.19 

16,538 62,604 24,42 1 
+-W- 

T+6.51 T+31.7 T+80.2 > 
x10-$ (3) 

where T is the boiler period in seconds. Table II shows a 
comparison of the measured AK for a given T (as ob- 
tained from the smoothed curve of Fig. 3) and the AK 
calculated from Eq. (3). 

Because of the large expansion coefficient of the water 
solution, the neutron leakage, and hence the criticality 
of the system, is strongly dependent on temperature. 
The average value of the temperature coefficient was 
found, correcting for expansion, to be 3.0X lO+(AK/K) 
per degree centigrade. 

III. HIGH POWER WATER BOILER (HYPO) 

A. General 

The HYPO boiler is a particularly useful tool in an 
experimental physics laboratory since it is one of the 
smallest and most economical types of chain reactors 
so far built. Due to the small volume of the reactor, 
strong neutron fluxes can be produced at moderate 
power. The model described here has a peak power of 
6 kw. At this power a neutron flux of about 3X 10” 
neutrons/cm?/sec exists. at the center of the reactor. 
A flux of thermal neutrons of the order of log n/cm*/sec 
is produced in a graphite thermalizing reflector sur- 
rounding the reactor. This permits the production of 
well-collimated beams having a flux of the order of 
1V n/cm*/sec from the end of a thermal column. 

* Hughes Y Dabbs, Cahn, and Hall, Phys. Rev. 73,111(1948). 

Although the reactor and reflector occupy a cube 
about 5 ft on a side, the addition of a thermal column 
and shield make the completed unit quite massive. . 

As already reported the LOP0 required 565 g of 
Vs. The design changes in converting to HYPO were 
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Pb 
. i 

CADMUM SHEET- @ @ @  ’ 

estimated to necessitate an additional 205 g of U235. 
The 205 g were required for the following reasons: 
thicker sphere: 20 g ; cooling coil: 80 g ; “glory hole” 
(a 1-in.-diameter hole through the reactor sphere) : 
30 g ; a change from uranyl sulfate to uranyl nitrate: 
75 g. This made the predicted critical mass 770 g. 
Actually, measurements made as material was added 
indicated a critical mass of 773 g. There were only 767 g 
of the 14.6 percent material available. New material of 
lower isotopic concentration was obtained and added to 
the old solution. This gave a resulting concentration of 
14.0 percent and a final critical mass of 808 g. 

In order to accommodate absorbers and to take care 
of the loss of reactivity due to temperature rise, more 
than the critical amount is actually used in the HYPO 
boiler, the excess being controlled by the cadmium 
control, shim, and safety rods. The solution (October, 
1946) contained 870 g of 14.5 percent material of a com- 
position as given in Table III. 

B. Constructional Details 
The major components of the HYPO, which will be 

described in the following sections, are the following:13 
AS indicated in Fig. 4, the reactor (1) is a 12-m. 

diameter, & -in. wall 18-8 stainless steel sphere con- 
taining the active solution. It is surrounded by a re- 
flector consisting of a core of Be0 bricks (2) supple- 
mented by a shell of graphite (3). Accessories to the 
reactor are the cooling coil (4) and the pipes for the 
flushing air and level indicators (not shown in Fig. 4). 
The sphere is pierced by a horizontal pipe (“glory hole”) 
(5) to enable one to have access to the highest possible 
neutron flux. Between the reflector and the thermal 
column (6) is a bismuth wall (7) which provides gamma- 
raY protection for the thermal column. A removable 
cadmium curtain (8) can be used as a shutter for thermal 

l3 A detailed description may be found in LADC-822. 

FIG. 4. Section through 
HY PO (simplified). 

f LOOR 
LEVEL7 

neutrons in the column. The shield around the entire 
assembly consists of 4 in. of lead (9), & in. of cadmium, 
and 5 ft of concrete (10). 

1. SphereTAssembly 

A six-turn cooling coil $Fin. i.d. and with an effective 
length of 157 in. is wound in the formfof a helix inside 

FIG. 5. 
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FIG. 6. 

the sphere. Figure 5 shows the appearance of the coil. 
Calculations for natural convective cooling. indicated 
that 50 cc/set of water through a ‘72.in. length of such 
a tube should give adequate cooling for operation at 
1 kw with an approximate rise of 30°C above room tem- 
perature cooling water. Electrolvsis of the water in the 
solution was expected to produce 2 cc/set of hydrogen 
and oxygen due to the heavy ionizing currents in the 
sphere. Tests with a mock solution indicated that the 
cooling efficiency of a coil might be cut in half by 
bubble formation. The cooling tube was overdesigned 
to take care of this possibility. The inlet-outlet water 
pipes are arranged so that the coil will not drain by 
gravity. A water bucket in the outlet serves as an indi- 
cator to show that water is flowing at 50 cc/set and also 
turns the water-cooling units on. These units lower the 
inlet water temperature to 5°C and permit 6-kw opera- 
tion the year around. The water outlet flows through 
a tank with several compartments before deaving the 
shield. This permits the short-lived radioactivity of the 
water to die out before the water gets to the outlet 
which is about 200 ft from the building. 

Because of the explosive nature of the hvdrogen- 
oxygen mixture released by electrolysis and the highly 
concentrated radioactive gases produced in the solution, 
a means of diluting and flushing out these gases was 
required. Approximately 30 cc/set of air is admitted 
through a $-in. i.d. tube which is pointed at the end 
and serves as a solution level indicator as well as an air 

inlet. The tube is 11 ft long and is held concentric to a 
q-in. tube by means of a single lavite insulator 7 ft from 
the sphere. The tube can be raised or lowered by a 
selsyn controlled gear ; a sylphon forms the flexible 
gas seal. The level can be read to 0.01 in. The concentric 
tubes have been used for a rapid analysis of the boiler 
gas by making the.outer tube the air inlet and the cen- 
tral one the gas outlet leading directly to the test 
equipment. 

A -&in. tube extends 4 cm down into the sphere and 
acts as a minimum solution level indicator. If the tube 
is in the solution, the “burping” produced by a small 
air flow through the tube is picked up by a microphone 
and can be made audible or visible at the control panel 
by means of a loud speaker or neon light. 

To permit an easv escape for the bubbles and to 
prevent possible froihin g from electrolysis as well as 
to allow adequate space for the expansion of the liquid, 
the sphere is not completely filled with the uranyl 
nitrate solution. A maximum solution level of 3 cm and 
a minimum of 4 cm from the top of the sphere are used. 

A copper-constantin thermocouple in a &-in. tube 
extends through the bubbler tube into the center of the 
sphere. Thermocouples are connected also to inlet and 
outlet water. These temperatures are read directly on a 
panel meter. Thermocouples were installed at various 
tamper points ; unimportant temperature rises were 
observed at the power used. 

A -&in. air outlet tube is welded into the top of the 
l$in. upper sphere tube. This is connected to a small 
chamber outside the boiler shield which acts as a safety 
solution catcher. The presence of liquid in the air out- 
let line is shown by a contactor and panel light. Some 
platinum gauze in an enlarged section of the tube acts 
as an explosion stop in case the flushing air flow should 
stop and one of the contactors cause a detonation. 
Beyond the safetv catcher the air goes 200 ft under 
ground to large silica gel drying tanks which can be 
reactivated by remote control. From the drier, a 200-ft 
copper tube extends under ground, and then an 18004 
Saran tube takes the highly active gases a sufficient 
distance from the building. 

A considerable portion of the fission activity (-30 
percent) is carried out by the flushing air (about 15 
R/hr a few feet from the line while operating at full 
power). 

Difficulty was experienced after 1000 km:-hr of opera- 
tion because of the formation of a precipitate which 
clogged the drainpipe of the sphere. It was removed and 
replaced by a &in. pipe which threads through the 
shield and finally emerges on top. The precipitate was 
found to be due to loss of nitrate and is now prevented 
by periodic additions of dilute nitric acid. The g-in. 
pipe is used for these additions. Air bubbled through 
this pipe can also be used to help stir the solution u-he2 
the boiler is not running. 
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2. ReJecfor, Thermal Column, and Radiation Shield 

The reflector consists of a 24in. X 24in.X27-in. Be0 
core next to the sphere surrounded by graphite to form 
the 60-in. X48-in. X60-in. rectangular parallelopiped 
(Fig. 6). The Be0 blocks are part of those used for 
LOP0 ; the graphite consists of 4-, 20, and I-ft stringers 
4+ in. square. The Be0 and graphite have experiment- 
ally determined densities of 2.69 and 1.614, and neu- 
tron diffusion lengths of 29.4 cm and 48.45 cm, re- 
spectively. 

Two safety drip pans were installed in the reflector 
to prevent loss of solution in case a leak should develop. 
Both drip pans drain into a funnel leading to an ex- 
ternal vault. 

The reflector. is designed to permit the removal of 
various blocks of graphite in order to obtain neutron 
beams, irradiate samples, insert monitors, etc. Two of 
the 5 horizontal ports extend up to the sphere from 
opposite sides and are drilled with a l-in.-diameter 
hole coaxial with the “glory hole” through the sphere. 
Vertical ports are primarily used for monitors. 

Adjacent to one side of the reflector is a 3-ft cube of 
graphite to thermalize the neutrons. Numerous experi- 
mental ports have been provided here as in the reflector. 
The transverse ports can be made to extend completely 
through the column. The longitudinal ports can be 
varied almost at will but normally extend to the cad- 
mium curtain. The largest port obtainable without 
complete remodelin, = of the thermal column is 34 in. 
X34 in. extending into the thermal column 4 ft. 

The cadmium curtain acts as a shutter for thermal 
neutrons and can be used for timing purposes or to 
reduce the neutron intensity during changes in experi- 
mental equipment. 

The concrete shield at the back of the reflector was 
poured on a cart set on rails to permit easv access to 
the reflector. The shield on top of the thermal column 
is in the form of large cement blocks supported by the 
column. Above the reflector the shield is supported by 
beams resting on a ledge provided by the concrete side 
walls. 

To give additional gamma-ray protection in front 
of the thermal column (where there is only graphite if 
work is being done on the column), an $-in. thick pier 
of bismuth is placed between the re5ector and the 
thermal column. This results in a substantial decrease in 
the direct gamma-radiation from the sphere itself, 
without a serious neutron loss. To make up for the lack 
of concrete in front of the thermal column, the neutron 
and gamma-ray leakage is-further reduced by adding a 
l-in. layer of polythene and a $-in. layer of boron- 
containing plastic inside the cadmium and by increasing 
the thickness of the lead to 8 in. The G-M counter 
background in front of the column when operating 
at full power is’only a few times that due to cosmic rays. 

All of the ports which extend through the concrete 
are normally plugged with wood capped by cadmium 

and 2 in. of lead. The ports opposite the sphere are 
shielded by an additional 4-in.-thick lead door to permit 

’ easy access to the “,oloxy hole.” 

3. Control, Shim, and Safety Rods 

The reactivity of the boiler is controlled by means 
of four cadmium rods operated from the control. room : 
a shim rod, two control rods, and a safety rod. The 
latter alwavs remains out during operation. It is used 
only to stop the chain reaction in case the intensity 
should get too high. For additional safety, the two 
control rods are designed with a release mechanism so 
that they can be used for safety as well as control. 
These safety devices are necessary in case the power is 
raised too rapidly. Under normal operating conditions 
the boiler is self-regulating due to the temperature 
effect; however, if the rods are pulled out too fast, 
without a safety device the heat liberated might be 
enough to vaporize the solution before the increased 
temperature had time to control the reactivity. The 
fastest period theoretically obtainable with the boiler 
is approximately 0.02 sec. The rods are mounted verti- 
cally so that those used for safety may fall freely when 
released. This eliminates the necessity of a fast mechani- 
cal device to push them in. 

The total &am equivalence of the control and shim 
rods is about 160 g, which is about 45 3” more than that 
necessary to compensate for the maximum temperature 
etiect. 

The arrangement of the four rods is shown top view 
in Fig. 7. Cadmium is contained in the lower 30 in. 
of each rod. The rods extend from the top of the cement 
structure to 5 in. below the bottom of the sphere. 
They have a total motion of 2 ft, which means that 
when they are out, the bottom of the cadmium is about 
at the top of the Be0 reflector. 

The two control rods and the safety rod are of iden- 
tical construction and slide in metal sheaths, the lower 
halves of which are made of l/32-in. aluminum for 
minimum neutron absorption. 

In order for the rods to act fast enough for safety, 
they must be allowed to drop freely. Since the control 
rods must also have a fairly accurate position control, a 
fairly complicated mechanism is necessary. (For de- 
tails refer to reference 13.) The position of a control 

CENTER OF SPHERE 

HOLE FOR CONTROL ROD 
9’2” x 3” 

FIG. 7. 
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FIG. 8. Equilib- 
rium running condi- 
tions for 50 cc/set 
inlet water at 8OC. 
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rod is indicated by a revolution counter geared to the 
control room selsyn shaft. 

During operation of the boiler, one control rod is 
usually left out in some fixed position. The other can 
be used for either manual or automatic control. The 
safety rod is held “out” by an ac solenoid, the core of 
the solenoid being attached to the rod. An interruption 
of the current in the magnet brought about manually, or 
by any of the safety circuits, allows the rod to fall freely. 

The shim rod and its mechanism consist of a hollow 
cylinder of cadmium about 3 in. in diameter and 34 in. 
long which is held in concentric brass tubes. A reversible 
motor raises and lowers the rod by means of a screw 
mechanism. A selsyn indicator gives the position of the 
rod to about 0.001 in. 

4. Detectors and Indicators 

The most important and useful detecting system is 
that of the galvanometers, supplied by a large U235- 
coated ionization chamber. These give a continuous 
reading which is very sensitive to changes in, and pro- 
portional to, the neutron flux. The sensitivity to very 
small variations in power is increased manyfold by using 
a null method with a high sensitivity galvanometer. 
This galvanometer, on full or 0.1 sensitivity, is kept 
near its zero position by a slight, continual motion of 
the control rods by an operator or the automatic 
control. 

A small U235 chamber, which has been used to de- 
termine the linearity of the galvanometer system, is 
used to integrate the total power. This is accomplished 
by setting the discriminator of a scaler to a value which 
will give some predetermined number of counts for a 
kilowatt-minute of operation. This system, recorded on 
a modified mechanical counter through a scale of 256, 
is never turned off and is read at the control panel 
at the beginning and end of each run. This chamber 
also operates a counting rate meter which contains a 
safety rod-dropping circuit. 

Another midget US5 chamber can be used for flux 
measurements in the thermal column or as a fixed 
monitor. 

5. Safety Devices 

There are three independent detectors (two large and 
one small P5 chambers) which can be adjusted to drop 
the safety and shim rods at any predetermined intensity. 

The safety circuits are arranged with two bias bat- 
teries. When the intensity goes up to a predetermined 
value, the normal safety rod is released by firing a 
thyratron. If the intensity should still continue up to a 
point 50,percent higher, another thyratron with its grid 
more highly biased is fired and causes both control 
rods to drop. This system has been most satisfactory. 
The safety rod only, or both control and safety rods, 
can also be dropped manually by two switches on the 
control panel. 

During the operation of the boiler, flushing air must 
always be flowing to prevent the formation of an ex- 
plosive mixture. In addition, cooling water may or 
may not be flowing depending on the power of opera- 
tion. Additional safety devices to drop the rods are 
installed in connection with air and water. 

6. Azltomatic Pilot 

For very accurate control of the neutron level, al- 
most continuous slight motion of the controlling rod is 
necessary. An automatic control has been made to 
relieve the operator from this rather fatiguing job. 
The system uses the current from the large US5 chamber 
which also supplies the current for the control gal- 
vanometers and consists of (1) a power determining 
device, (2) a dc amplifier and mixer, (3) an ac amplifier, 
and (4) a regulated power supply. 

The intensity level at which the control operates is 
determined by the off-balance voltage applied to the 
dc amplifier. The pilot then causes the intensity to 
rise by pullin, u the control rod out until the voltage 
developed across the input resistor cancels the applied 
voltage. Any subsequent fluctuations of the boiler will 
cause the control to move the rod in such a direction as 
to remove the unbalance. 

Any voltage change occurring across the input re- 
sistor is amplified by the dc amplifier and applied to the 
mixer or converter. The mixer is essentially a linear gate 
circuit which delivers a 60-cycle output whose amplitude 
is proportional to the amplitude of the dc and whose 
phase is determined by the polarity of the dc. The con- 
verter output is fed to the ac amplifier where it is built 
up until enough power is available to drive a small 
reversible two-phase motor. The motor drives the con- 
trolling rod rack and pinion through a train of gears with 
a safety release mechanism. l 

The unbalanced voltage is obtained by a standard 
potentiometer. The dial of the potentiometer reads 
power directly to a few watts. The accuracy of the dial 
calibration is assured by checking with the standard 
cell. Once the control is set, the power level can be 
maintained to about 0.01 percent with only an oc- 
casional slight drift. 
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C. Operation 
1. Approach to Critical 

A solution containing approximately 56 g of p5 per 
liter was prepared, and a system arranged so that the 
solution could be added to the sphere in known volumes 
or portions withdrawn for mixing. The method was 
used to run a “Saran” tube to the bottom of the 
sphere through the level indicator tube. Then, by means 
of a vacuum pump, part of the solution could be 
raised into a large graduate and known quantities of 
solution added and mixed before lowering it into the 
sphere. More complete mixing with the solution already 
in the sphere was accomplished by raising and lowering 
2$ liters ten times between the graduate and the 
sphere. * 

Counts were taken with the detecting chambers when 
approximately 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, and 12 liters of solution 
were in the sphere. A plot of the reciprocal of the 
counting rate versus the mass of UB5 in the sphere gave 
an indication of the expected critical mass. Six more 
smaller additions brought the boiler to critical with 
808 g of 14 percent enriched uranium. It should be 
noted that all these smaller additions, as well as those 
for the rod calibration mentioned below, had to be done 
at constant volume in the sphere in order to have iden- 
tical geometrical conditions. 

2. Rod Calibration 

Calculations were carried out based on cross sections 
for the active solution components and absorption by 
the stainless steel container and cooling coil giving an 
equation, 

AK=R-1= 1.219[M/(M+177)]- 1, 0 
relating the excess reactivity AR to the total mass 
(M) of u235 in the sphere. This equation has an initial 
slope of 222 and a final slope of 196 ; i.e., the effective- 
ness of one gram of Ic, ~3~ becomes less as material is 
added from critical to the final amount of 870 g of Uz5. 

The apparent loss of reactivity per gram of p5 
with increased concentration was observed during the 
rod calibration, since the effect of the rods appeared 
to change with equal additions of Vs. This difficulty 
was overcome in the calibration since there was a con- 
siderable region over which the calibration curve was 
linear. It was therefore possible to connect the early 
“out” position section of the calibration curve in the 
later “in” position section by a shift until the linear 
portions coincided; i.e., the intercalibration of the rods 
was done by comparing one rod operating on the curved 
characteristic with the other working on the linear 
portion. 

3. Temperature EJect 

A determination of the temperature coefficient for the 
water boiler was made over a rarke from 20°C to 5OOC. 

A negative coefficient of 1.33 g of P5 equivalent per 
degree centigrade was obtained. 

The temperature of the solution as a function of 
boiler power is shown in Fig. 8. 

4. Loss of iVitrate and Water 

After the boiler had run for several hundred kilowatt 
hours, it was observed that its reactivity had increased 
considerably. Chemical analysis of the solution indi- 
cated a 30 percent deficit in the original nitrogen con- 
tent. The uranyl nitrate was apparently gradually being 
converted into basic nitrate and the free nitrate carried 
off in the flushing air. Laboratory tests indicated that 
the solution would precipitate if the loss of nitrogen 
exceeded 35 percent. When nitric acid was added to the 
test solutions the normal nitrate was again formed. 

At this time it seemed advisable to add some acid 
but to maintain the nitrogen concentration about 20 
percent lower than the original value since this per- 
mitted operation at higher power with the available 
material. Previous additions to the solution had con- 
sisted of distilled water to make up for that lost by 
electrolysis. The loss of nitrate necessitated additions 
of concentrated nitric acid as well as water in the ratio 
of water to acid of about 2.8: 1. 

After 1000 kw-hr of operation, as mentioned before, 
a precipitate was formed. The laboratory tests of a 
precipitate forming only at 35 percent deficit in nitrogen 
were apparently not borne out when the material was 
under intense irradiation and imperfect mixing existed 
immediately after additions were made. 

The nitrogen concentration was then brought back to 
that for normal uranyl nitrate, and no further precipita- 
tion has occurred with an additional 3500 kw-hr of 
operation. 

Additions now are made in the ratio of water to 
acid of 1.4: 1 to maintain the normal concentration of 
nitrogen. About 6 cc of water and acid are required 
per kw-hr of operation. 

5. Controls and Operational Procedure 

All operations necessary to starting, running, and 
stopping the boiler are done from the control desk 
located behind a 5-ft concrete wall in another room. 
Indicator lights and various warning s@als aid the 
operator in locating difficulties. 

The typical operating procedure is as follows: The 
V5 chamber power integrator reading solution level 
and sphere temperature are recorded. Flushing air 
(50 cc/set) and cooling water (0.8 gal/min) are turned 
on. The direct-readin g galvanometer is set on maximum 
sensitivity. The desired deflection and bucking voltage 
for the high sensitivity or null galvanometer which 
correspond to the desired operating power are read 
from a calibration curve. The two control rods are 
checked for “in position.” The safety rod is raised. The 
control rods are then slowly raised one at a time and 
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the galvanometer deflection observed. The position of 
the rods necessary for the boiler to start will depend on 
the initial temperature of the sphere. Because of the 
variations in the background activity of the solution, 
the rate of rise of the neutron flus depends on the past 
running histov of the boiler. Considerable caution is 
therefore necessary when first starting; this is especially 
true until the multiplication rate is actually known 
from the galvanometer or counter. When the desired 
reading is obtained on the direct-reading galvanometer, 
the bucking voltage is connected to the null galvanom- 
eter which at full sensitivity represents 50,000 cm/k. 
If the automatic control is used, the bias voltage is 
adjusted for the desired power operation, and it will 
run one of the control rods to maintain constant power. 
In this running condition a row of 10 trouble lights is on. 
If any one of these goes out, one can tell at a glance 
whether water, air temperature, etc., are abnormal. 

The boiler responds very rapidlv to control rod posi- 
tions? and these can be changed4 at almost whatever 
speed the operator desires to turn the control rod knob. 
This means that an experienced operator can bring the 
boiler up to full power or go from a low to a high level 
in a few seconds. This rapid response is accomplished 
bv letting the boiler rise with the rod out so far that one 
is’ running a considerable amount supercritical. As the 
desired power is approached, the control rod can be run 
back rapidlv. A visual obsert-ation of the neutron 
intensity on one of the recording meters enables one 
to produce an almost vertical rise with immediate 
leveling off at the desired intensitv level. 4 

D. Performance 

1. FLUX and Peer 

With an inlet water temperature of about 8’C and 
the KO g of I.F in the boiler, it is possible to run con- 
tinuously at 5.5 kw without exceeding a solution tem- 
perature of 85°C. There is still some excess reactivity 
left to permit experiments with absorbing materials 
near the sphere when running at this power. * 

The increase in power above that originally planned 
was possible because of the overdesign in the cooling 
system and the absence of violent frothing or bubbling 
in the solution. 

The power measurements were based on inlet and 
outlet water temperatures. LMeasurements made with 
standardized manganese foils and a small fission cham- 
ber gave the following flux intensities in the thermal 
column. (Cadmium ratios were obtained with standard 
indium foils) : 

Position in inches 
Flux/kw 

Cd ratio (neutrons/cm%ec-ix) . 
0 0.83 x 109 
2 500 6.9 x 10s 

12 2500 1.5 X108 
24 50,000 0.26x 10s 
36 90,000 

All distances are measured from the cadmium curtain 

toward the outer end of the column. The eqiation for 
the flux per kw in the column from the foregoing data is 
0.89 X log exp- (Z/29.4), where 2 is the distance from 
the cadmium curtain, and the relaxation length is 
29.4 cm. 

For numerous experiments where a strong thermal 
neutron beam was desired, a cavity was made in the 
thermal column : 21; in.X24f in., starting 1 ft from 
the outer end. This gave a flux of 7X lo5 kw on a target 
1 ft in front of the thermal column; the cadmium ratio 
using the cavity is about 1300. 

Experiments with fast neutron beams can be done 
by removing the reflector stringer which surrounds the 
one-inch transverse hole to* the boiler. This exposes the 
end of the “glory hole” and a 3 in.x3 in. area of the 
sphere itself. The following flux measurements were 
made just beyond the concrete shield with various de- 
tectors to get some idea of the neutron energy dis- 
tribution. 

Flux/kw 
Detector (neutrons/cm?-set-by) 

IF chamber 3 X 10” (thermal) 
Vs chamber 4x 106 
Kps7 chamber 5X106 
Cd ratios with indium foils: 4.3. 

Measurements made 8 ft from the concrete showed a 
well-collimated beam the same width as the aperture 
in the concrete. 

Gamma-ray measurements made with the 3 in. X3 in. 
area of the sphere exposed indicated an effective source 
of about 2000 curies from the 440in.X4$-in. opening 
in the concrete shield. These measurements were made 
a short time after the boiler was shut off after a run of 
several hours at high power. 

Distribution measurements were taken through the 
reflector and “glorv hole” with manganese and gold 
wires. The followini fluxes relative to that at the center 
of the sphere were obtained. 

The 
hole” 
It was 

AU ,Mn 
Center sphere 1.0 1.0 
Edge sphere 0.8 0.8 
Max in Be0 0.85 0.85 
Edge in Be0 0.66 0.68 
Outer edge graphite 0.045 0.036 

flux at the center of the sphere in the “glory 
vas measured with small calibrated &Mn foils. 
found to be about 5 X IOIO/neutrons/cmO-set-kw. 

2. Steadiness of Operation 

The water boiler is inherently not as steady in opera- 
tion as the large graphite piles. This is probably due to 
the large convection currents and to bubble formation 
taking place, especially when operating at high power. 
If the boiler runs after reaching temperature equilib- 
rium, it will maintain a constancy of about 0.2 percent 
when operating at 1 kw. The intensity level can, how- 
ever, be maintained to 0.01 percent or better when 
operating at 1 kw or*over then the full sensitivity of 
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the buckin g galvanometer is used. This required almost 
continuous motion of the control rod; the automatic 
control gives about the same accuracy as the best hand 
control. 

Measurements have been made to determine the 
shutting-off factor for the boiler after various running 
conditions. If three rods are dropped simultaneously, 
the neutron intensity drops a factor of 6 within the first 
second and then there is a gradual decrease due to the 
delayed neutrons and gammas from fragment decay. 
Only a very small difference in the background activity 
was observed, however, between runs when the boiler 
had been operatin g for 30 kw-hr immediately before 
and in another case when the boiler had not been in in 
operation for 48 hr. 

E. Concluding Remarks 
The following remarks are applicable as of October, 

1946, at which time HYPO had run for 4300 kw-hr. 
Corrosion of the stainless steel after the initial pickling 

in a uranyl nitrate solution has not been detectable in a 
spectroscopic analysis for Cr, Fe, and Xi; neither is the 
production of fission fragment contamination detectable. 

The only features which have given trouble were (1) 
handling of the exhaust gases, (2) precipitation of the 
solution when run with too low a nitrogen concentration. 

The exhaust gases are highly radioactive and corro- 
sive. They carry away varying amounts of gaseous 
fission fragments, the fractions depending on their 
half-lives. An analysis of the gases indicates that those 
with half-lives of less than 1.5 set are not removed due 
to the slow rate of sweep in the solution itself. For 
example, Krss with a half-life of 2.6 min was swept 
out to the extent of 30 percent. Some of the longer- 
lived gases are removed nearly 100 percent. These 
experiments seem to indicate that roughly 30 percent 
of the total fission fragment activity is carried out by 
the flushing air. 

Kitric acid fumes, the high moisture content, and loss 
of nitrate from the solution require the use of strainless 

steel for the entire length of the exhaust pipe unless 
there exists a suitable moisture trap. Difficulties have 
been encountered from using silver solder and copper 
tubing for parts of the exhaust line even though re- 
moved some 25 ft from the boiler with a safety bucket 
between to catch any solution. 

As a result of the high radioactivity of the gases, it 
may be somewhat difficult to dispose of them. In iso- 
lated sections of the country, such as Los Alamos, these 
can be released into the atmosphere if the distance is 
sufficient so as to cause no G-M counter disturbances at 
the Laboratory; this may require 2000-5000 feet of line, 
or possibly a high stack if the air currents are suitable. 
In congested communities the gas disposal problem 
becomes more serious, but other solutions of the problem 
seem feasible? 

Because of the low corrosion and contamination rate 
of the boiler solution, a slight simplification in the orig- 
inal design may be advisable. It has been found that all 
additions and removals of solution can be done quite 
satisfactorily from the top with the aid of a small 
vacuum pump. The average activity of the solution 
48 hr after operation is about 10-20 cm/cc. This permits 
removal of the “hot” solution from the top in small 
batches without the need of elaborate shielding. Since 
all operations have been done in this way, the need 
of a lower pipe and dump valve becomes unnecessary; 
the lower hemisphere could then be spun without an 
outlet hole. 

Further modifications are useful if active material in 
the boiler is increased. The reflector can be made en- 
tirely of graphite. This requires approximately 33 per- 
cent more material. The use of graphite would simplify 
the fabrication of the inner reflector and make the 
boiler more useful for critical measurements. 

14 Other possible solutions are: (1) recombination of hydrogen 
and oxygen which would permit -one to dispense with the gas 
flushing system and to retain all the fission activity in the boiler or 
(2) appropriate storage and/or delay traps for the radioactive 
gases. 
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Edaatas for the critical 548 and dimem~ion~ of homogsnouu &i.xLurrt~~ 

of both 49 and 25 in vsriaus modarclting media were required early in 1943. 

This necwmlty arose frcxa the pmductiun of apprmciabla amounts of active , 
material In solution at spjnwatfon plmt8. Sarly astinmtes of these qua&i- 

tfaa were apadt by several people, 0) (2) 

m---- 
J.. R. OppanheiaPar and R. Serbar, bpublished. 

HI I?. Christy and Jofrn Ai Wheeler, CM@O. 

In August 1943 it was decided to MAcJ the m ccJ.led water bourr" at 

site Y. The 'Water boilarn is a hbsrogenaous chain reacting pile udng an 

emdched wanyl solution in uatar, The puryoee of this instrument wea to 

guns of actioe matervial were amllable. The lack of large amamts of D4bta3Gl 

aecezdtated the tme of a Lou mutron remtim, snci the uua of the best; poaaiblti 

taapar or refloator. 

A value of 10 kWatta uau arbitrarily chosen as a north uMle opmting 
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(2) posaibla diffictities of keeping the ur~iu coqmtmd~ in 

aolutiorr 

(3) decontamin&ion of the solution by aeparip’tlng out fl~aion 

frqiymta 

(4) uncertainty ot gae evollution in approciabla quantities from 

fission fragamnta ami decomposition of the water. 

PhAs for 8 10~ pUar boihr ok lop0 were completeci in November 1943. A 

new building, Qwga, in LOS Alamos canyon uais to house the water boiler. It8 

remote location elira4neted any possible hazard to the mat of the technical 

area. Assembly of sphere and tamper were be&an in Narch and the boiler went . 
critical as tmon as sWficient material was avtrilable, naaaaly in by 1944 with 

565 grama of $35. 
, 

Due to the successful operation and acperisncs gained from lopo it rreemed 

desircrble to ccmtmct a high pouer un3t to be uswi ar, a utrong neutron source 

for v~r~oua experiments. A power of 1 kiluwtt uaa chosen aa a suitable voluo 

to give a flux of about 5 x lOlo with a minAmum of ooolirtg ruphwmnts. The 

original 10 kilowatt high power de8ip wm modified conaidsrirblJI, Essential 

derrign featurea were ccmpleted in October and concrete foudat5mu am3 shield 

begUn. cdticd conditions were reached in Dacarnber 1944 with’Ei(M grm8 of 

U 235 0 

The operation of the boiler was completely successful until a precipitate 

foramd and a drop in raactlvity accursed on July 7, 1945*after 1100 kilowatt 

hours uf operation. Sorme minor dsaigrr changes were made along with mdataining 

the aolution at a higher acid concentration, md the boiler. &as pit in operation 

agofn. It ha8 MU (July 19&b) FIUI m additional 2600 kilowatt hour8 without * 

further trouble. . 
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4.2 xm POWER Bcxum (LoPo)(3) 

C. P. Baker, F. L. Bentzen, 3. Bridge,2L l!i. Carter, H. Daghlian, H. Harmed 
3. Hi&on, F. de Hoffman, M. G. HolJmay, D. W. Kerst, L. D. P. King, H. M. 
Lehr, J. H. MIdnay, R. E. Schrsiber, J. 'II. Starner, LA-l~&.'%tw BoUer" 

4,2-l-n Cons%daratiam 

The prtiry puqmm of the low power boiler n&s to obttin a chain reaction 

with a midmum of material as soon 88 enriched uranium hecu~m available. 

The design features wera therefore apbde accordingly: (1) AmInimum of 

absorbing, material. (2) The best poealbla tamper. (3) Accura.tt control of r+ 

activity. (4) General rrimplicity consistent tith &f&y. 

(1) COITW9iOIl ta8t 3 (4M). uda by the chem3.sts to determine the most 

CL Friedlandsr, P. H. Watkins, Water Boiler, IA 134 (Seotim on oorrodm 
atudlas. ) 

(5) 
L. Helmholtt, J. ~evensrl, P. H. ktkfns, W&w Bdler Chdstry, Los Alan08 
TecMcal Series, Volum VIII, Chepter 7. 

m&able mtarial far holding the active material showed that lw 

stafnles~ &eel -a;3 the best available, Type 347 mm erpecially 

good where welding ms necessary. Welding in an inert atmaphem 

to prevent olddation and pickl.bg before we uere found to be ad- 

vantagsabuh The extremly low corrosion rate found permitted u&g 
e 

Ur~nyl sulphate in water uas chosen for th9 enriched mlutim tid . . 

w 
L. H~lplholtz, 3. Neventel, P. H. l&M&m, Water Boiler Chdrrtq, LOS U-8 
Technical Series, Volume VIII, chp%~ 7. . 

0 
L. Helmholtz, G. Friedlander, Propertie of Ummybtiphate SolutiOm -30 



(2) calculation3(8~ indiwtud that berylliq o~deqmld make the 
. 

(8) . 
L. Helnholtz, J. Mevenzel, P. H. W&tkins, Water Bo%ler~Cheniatry, Los 
ms Technical Serbs, Volume VIII, Chapter 7. 

best neutron rerlector m tamper. The metallurgy c&vision, under 

the direction of Mr. Bafke, developed a method of producing 

3 x 3 x 6 inch bricks of density 2.7. These dimensions were 

chosen for convenience in constructing a pseudo sphere tamper 

3 feet in &meter. The m8thOd US8d inVOhW five Steps: 

(a) Pressing Be0 powder for two hours in a steel die at ~,OGO pounds 

per square inch; 

(b) Sistering at 1250%; 

(c) Shaping by scraping, sawing, chipping, or grindhg; 

(d\ Hot pressing in a gpaohite mold at 700% and 2,000 pounds per 4 l 

square inch for two hours; 

(e) Final shaping and finishing to toler+nce by surface grinding. 

The special shaped bricks were made at Los Alamos while 'host of 

the rectangular bricks were made by the Fansteel CO,* using tht 

(3) In order to zmintafn criticality accurateQ it is necessary (a) 

to cwstruct a c'mtrol rOd nMch could be adjusted to very cloqe 

lilts ad (b) the temnerature or the boiler had to be maintained * 

accurately constant, 

(a) The control rod consisted of a 3& inch long cylinder of 'cadmium 

formed by wrapping- a thin strip around a b&mss: tu?m 314 inch fn 

diameter. Another brass tube is fitted snugly over the outside 

of the axbimi to eUminate my mot&cm of the cadwn. The rod 

mooed in a vertical direction with its end ping from i12 jlachalr 



(A) Lmv Parer Boiler "$3C@H20 + HO = 15 liters 

GrE 6 cubic 
csntiraeter 

dpw gram 
$35 

~235 580 2.47 660.' 955 1.6462 

u= 3378 14.19 12.1* m3 .17X 

S 534 16.66 0 65 4.74 .0082 

0 uo@ 860.4 .0016 0 85 1,832 total 

stainlose llG0 20 
ateel rphere 
and rear&rant 
tube 

Denufty 1.348 cd 39OC 
U235 concentration 14.678 

w- - 36 

* From E. Fermi 

ELaprsat cwmpar , Barns per d scatter 
cubic centimeter 

Qa per cubic c* per cubic 
&tom centtiter centimeter 

,l335 .ooo927 w 

iP .a7 12.1 

B em1749 7=* 

S .w3 0 45 

H l m9 l 31 

0 .%a4 a016 

.000151 --I, 

8.2 .0068l8 .004~ 

l o192 m 
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(c> High Power BoU+r uo#o3f2 My o I$0 - 13.65 liters 

BI 731 52.2 1.75 55.1 0.063 

0 13780 860 .0016 l 8 0.00 

H 1312 1302 l 31 ’ 263 0027 

S-tableau 
steel sphre 
and cdoliag coil 

55 . -100 

- 
Density - 1.615 



beLow the +are center to a someuhat higher posftion above 

the center. The rpotion of the! rc)d was obtained by rotating 

a long &eel screw (pit& .GS inches per thread) with.a 

variable qmed slactric Pcotor thou a clutch. A nut soldered 

tc, the inside brasa tube hula a key which prevents mtation of 

ttw rod itself. A ball bearing! at the and~r~ucas end play 

to 0.2 mil. The po&.ion of the rod ia indicated by a Sslryn 

which is coupled by a 2:l g-r. This givw @ .3CXI inch par 

revolution of the Selqm, The Selsy11 on the control rack had 

a dial with ICO dlvihm each of which represented 1 mil . 

the trod repeated to less than .5 mils. (See Figure 39). 

(b) The reproduction factor *K is very sensitive tu the tempmature 

c) of the solution. Calculations irtrl!cated that a change in 

reactivity of lU'3/Co was tu be expected, At low porrcr of a 

fevu mill.iwatt~ nhlch would give &equte countjng rates the 

temperature genamtion izs neglF@ ble. However, fairly rapid 

fluctuations could be produced by curter&. c~usea. A them+ 

st&ed houoe ~a8 therefore built complstaly enclosing'the 

boiler. The dactronic ~0rrtr01 circuidy) m&fit&n& the 

Developed by L Sanda, Unpubli~had. 

t-perature In the house to .Ol°C or K within 10ms. 

(4) Froathe e8tfarvltsu of the mount of material that muld be re- 

contain sufflcfent Mterial and modeiwator without going t0 Vdrf 

\ 
(10) 

R. Fe Christy, Unpublished I 
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The constants used were c $35 = 600 bamaj V= 2.153 ZJ (age) . 

It ~8s therefore deoided to use a l/32 inoh wall stainless steal 

sphere. The volums of the sphere wu 14.96 liters. he to laak of 

experience with chain reactions it aaemed advisable not to leave 

the solution in a critical geomtry at all tinrss. For this reams 

the solution could be kept in a flat oonfcal pan of poor geornatry 

completely outside of the tamper when experiments olrbm not in pro- 

gress l This neosssitatad CL pipe comfng out of Chtt 1-r Mni~phera* 

for raitdng and lowwing the solution, a tube comhg out of the 

upper hemis@ra to insurq complete filling of ths sphere and a 

Ob8ed compressed air syskexn to raise the solution from the lumr 

P-0 To prevent water vapor from leaving the solution and thrum- 

by changing the conoentration, thick walled rubber ballocmu con- 

taimd in a pressure tank aupplfed the inlet air, light rubber 

balloons took up the air displaced by the solution a~ it filled 

the Sphsre. Eleotriaal aont@o+Ys served to indicate the height of 

the solution in the upper tube. A monomster was used to obsertn 

the rate of r&se of the 8OhtiUIl into th6- sphere and detect any 

air leaks in the olored system. (See Figure6 2 and 3). 

Numerous safety feature8 wra inoluded in the desigz'to prevmt 

aocldental loss of solution or unexpectedly maohing super- 

aritical oonditiom (see Figure 4). 

The rafety rod wap~ automatioally dropped if the neutron level 

ro;be too high or the ~UWW fafled. The a&iv8 m&erirl~U 

dumped into the lower pan if: 

(a) The solution coae too high in the ugqx~ piPa 

(b) A leak developed mywhmw in the sphere (by shorting nylcmaorered 

Wirer wI%pljed arcundthe sphere), 
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rod to operate first) 0 

A safety catcher pan yeas placed tandezneath the tamper and sphere 

c&rolled dump valve which drainsd the solution through a~. 

underground pipe into a stainless steel bucket with cadmium 

inserts to discourage any further chainmaction. Tfiis pm+ 

vid& & possible uay of removing the solution fmm the build- 
, 

ing which seemed advisab3.e in the case the solution becaJne too 

radioactive, . 

&.2-2 @roach to Critical. 

Since this uas the first chain reactidn with an enriched material., con-- 

slderable prtcautS.ons‘ were &ken before sppruaching critical, 

. . ..The general procedure eras as fdlcms. Five indepetident detectors p&ace4 . 
. 

*&I diffknt positions were used to det&ne the titiplicaticm of a 2oc) BIG 

Ra B,e.smrce placed at the center of the sphere by mea~.s ok a this&b type * . 

,rees3rzmt tube thru the uppbr pi$e. A zero r-ding, i. e. for no multipli-, 
. . 

cation, uas obtain&d by filling the sphere with &tiUed u&m. The emptr . 

chang8 of come en%rat:ion. . . 



nu furtker char.ge in counting was tietetiebls This usuany required three to 

five fillings of the qahere. The first 11 additioqs l ,?tuined-.&buu* 40 gram 

each of U23s, the next 4 about‘2C grams each @f U235 and the last 3 about 5 

TIE detectors used to deterulfne the mu~tiplicatiora .#tem (1) --&diura foils . . . 

with and without m&km in the tamper three inches. fmm the sphere surface; 

edge of the sphere; (3) An external 3F3 chamber bard ad in a paraffin block 

9 inches x 113 inches covered tith cad.~&~~; (4) A small U235 ember a&& 

s/I.6 inchus O. D. placed %n a reentrant tube about 3 inches from the canter; 

(5) A large U2% chamb er placed. against the sphere in the north part of the 

tamper (this chamber had a8 square centtitters area covered with 2 grams of 

u 38) 2 0 

Table 4.2-2 shows the results obtained with these detectors, The shape 

which the curves of Figure 5 h&e when plotting reciprocal count against mass . 

can be qualitatively understood fairly easily. Thermal detectors placed. inside 

the reacting region should'give an appm&tc straight line and hence the best 

extrapolated estimate of the critic& mass, intercepting tbe abscissa at the 

critical mss, (detectors placed at the center were too near the 200 mc Ra EC 

smrce anri~hencc gave a concave downward ct;rve>. The best position for such . 

a detector is prokbly at the node of the third fia~~~~bc oc the thermal neutron * . 

distribution which has a high peak r;t the SOWC~B. One of the mang&na8t detectors 

was placed apprcximatel~ in this psition titer the strong samct &feet ws 

observed st the centrz; pssition. Detectors place&out&de the reactor sbu2.d 

idtally give cunws concave upward since tAey count both fast zmd slm leskagt, I 

It is apmrent from the trend of aU the CUPVGS ttuzt rather accurate pmdicticns 
. 

of the critfcal mass could be made btfore.actmUy going critical. When the 
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last addition had been made; the contxol rod was pu1led~ou-t.slao;ly mtfl a good 

counting rate '1~8s obtaimd, the driving SOUTCB revved and the b&Ier' rwz itself, 

the neutron level respondkg to the control rod. 

The Is35 . in the sphere at this time wan 574.8 gr-.. Correcting for the rod 

positkm, a missing tamper block due to the presence of 0x10 'of the recording 

chambers 8 and a small reentrant tube gam 565.5 grams of sss a8 the crftiod 

IWSS, This ckmckad original oalc~laticm&~) extmmly well, probably SOmWhSt 

R. F. Christy, Unpublished. 

rortuitousQi. 

The highest p-r at which Lope was run was about 50 milkatti. 

4.2-3 Experiments with Lupo 

(1) Control rod calibratim@) 

C.P. Bar, F.L. Bentzen, J. Bridge, R.E. Carter, H. Oaghlian, H. Hamml, 
J. Hizkm, F. de Eoffman, LG. Holloway, E.W. Kerst, LAP. ?Ifog, Ii.& Lahr, 
3.H. Eiidwa~, LE. Schreiber, J.!F..Starner, "Water Boiler", LA.0134. - 

Whew the critical carditicma w&e initially -ached, the control 

rodwas partww in. Actfvs material wa8 then removed front tb 

sphere by dflution until the control rod mw just out with the 

boiler atill critfoal. Bight mall additibrm of approximately . 

2 grams each of material w0re then made and in eaah case the 

rod positian for critioali~ determined. Figure 6 shows the 

CWW Of the equivalent m&s of 02 35 as 8 function of control 

rod positioa. !I&0 control rod il5 all the way in 8t tera inOh0~. 
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at 2.5 c8ntZm&ers, 2 grw iit 7 c8&3&3wti; 3.@a@ at 19 

(2) Temper&we effect.(13) 

C. P. Baker, F. L. Bentzen, J. Bridge, R. E. wer, Ho Daghlian, H. H-81, 
J. Hinton, F. de Hoffman, M. G. Holloway, D. W. Kerst$ L. D. P. w, HAL 
L&r, 3, H. Midway, R. E. !khreib8r, 3. W. Sk~ner, ?kter Boiler LA-l%. 

Due to the large expwionco%fficbnt of the water solution the 

neutron leakage is strong~ dependent on tenrperatures s&me both 

neutron age and themei diffimion kmgth vary with Wnperatwe. 

This produced quite a change IjsI the ctitical position of the S 

contro1 md. The effect is masured by accumtely determining 

the critical rcxi positions for .va&ms lmqmraturss of the 

80lution. The amrage value found WEIS 275 grams per degree C 

at 39 degree c. !Chis is partu due to the loss of solution 

fmn the sphere due to the thermal qmxsion. Correcting for 

eucpandsion gives 055 grams per degree C. 

(3) Absolute calibration uf the water b&r*in tams of K(u)(ls) 

F. L. 'Bentzen, J. Bridge, F. de Hoffman, D. IV. K~cz&~'L. D. P. K-,-G. 
Friedkmder: Critiklity of the Water BoUer snd Dbpersioa of the Neutron 
Emission per @qsion; LM.83. 

. . : . . 
05) 

F. de Aoffrfman, L', D. P. King, G. A. Young: Crfiicality of the Water Boiler 
md Dispersion of the Neutron Daiasion per Fission, LA-183 A. 

ti Ord8r to dehmnine the relation bet%ean giams and the actual 

reprdduction factor K of the boiler a so caUed *won bubbls* 

normal cm&tions and then th8 setting aft* thei i&oduction of 
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8QbtiOn closely, see Tables 4.20lA and 4.2-m, (emi@ of course, 

that no fissions occurred in the mock solution). No chmge in 

criticality could be detected by the insertion or radial motion 

of the mmll volme when filled with the boiler solution. The 

bubble consisked of a thin walled lucite sphere supported on a 

lucite rod. The experimental results when the bubble with the 

mcxk sohtion is moved radially, is &Olin in Figure Te The 

conversion from control rod setting to grams is read fran Figure 

6, If AM is the effective grw of U235 for any r&i&I. position 

is the equivalent of distributing the mock solution in the bubble 

uniformly throughout the sphere. The .final value 

1.843 graia of U23.5-.A 7.5 per cent correction for 

ences in absorptikxz between the mock solution zmd 

solution was applied to get this result. For the 

for A M was 

slight differ- 

the act&d 

mock solution 

. 
%/cc = 2.769 cm2 and Oa/cc = .0965 CA 

for the normal solution 

c8/cc = 2.734 cm2 ad G/cc = .0897 CD? 

For this case 4 effective cross eection of boron compared to 

that of V235 was determined assu&ng the higher mergy spec$rtm 

to bethatof prehydrogen. T'his asswytion is reasonable due : 
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to the large hydrogen conb3nG irrr the boiler sohtfon. The 

effective boron cross section was hand to be 2.5 per cent 

higher than the thermal value. . 
* If ala were,distributed uniformly throughout the sphere AK 

would be very nearly propcmtiond. to b!. Since the actual 

localized voh~m AM used was quite SUE& it is reasonable to 

assume that thi8 proportionality is true. 

and AK=l-K= A = Vbubble =l .17 = 1.01 x 10" 
V V sphere +- 5 x 103 

since Tit = l&3 grams of U235 and AK = 1.01 x lo-3 for ' . ' 

this E one dbtains as the equivalence behmen reactivity a& 

c 
This value che'kks, no dcarbt fortuitously, uithb a percent the I 

theoretical value WI made prior to the above rest&t. (;in 0zTC& . . 

(16) 
F. de Hoffman, L. D. P. King, G. A. Yang: Criticality of the Water Boiler 
and Dispersion of the Xmtron Emission per Fission, LA-183 A. 

- - - _~- _ _. - 

in the original detemination (l?) has been corrected b(u) after 
+ -- 
(17) 

. 
F* L. Bentzen, Jo Bridge, F. de Hoffman, B. IT. Kerst, L. D.P. King, G. 
Friedlancier: Criticd.ity of the IOater biler and Dispersion of the lbutmn 
Ebhsion pr Fission, U-183. 

(18) 
F. de Hbffn;;in, L. D. P. Khg, G. A. Yang: C~thd.ity of the mter Boihr 
and Dispersion of the Neutron Emission per Pissfon, u-u3 A. 

the calculatioa (19) MS mdee) 

(19) 
m 

E. Fermi, J. Hinton: Dependence of &activity of mter &fier i.n the Mass 
of U235 in the Sphere, U-470. 



The calculations were made by determining the negative source , 

(using the diffusion equations for sphere and tamper) necessary 

to keep the bofler ru.~x~ing at a constant value when x grates of 

U235 are added. The fission distribution w&e a&zMd the stie 

as the experimentally measured thermal neutron distribution. The ' 

effectiveness of a fission source at different points in the 

sphere was appr aim&ted by using a Ra Be smrce curve. 

The eqdvalence of grams of U235 and reactivity can.be estimated 

quite we31 from the cross sections of the mlution components 

and my absorbing materials such as the stainless steel sphere 

or control rod. From Table 4.2-l A 

2 of &67$ uranyl sulphate 8ohltion = 2*z x 99 1.8873 
954.9 x 162.9 + 4.74= 

K@== a,(I?3s)x~(l?35)tic($35) = 1.832 x 572 x1.8873 
c(v235, H,O -t Steel) 

- l&l6 where 5'72 1.832 x 572 + (282 + 36t6) - is critical . . . L a#8 (@35 

L=leakage= 1 imc 
in sphma) 

K f M(u~35)xa/,ma235x L, M x 2.39842 

M(U235)x C/gm(U235) +(a"20 + 6 steel + dreentrant tube) = 1.832 x M + 324 

and 

& = @b/c~R/gm U235 

For the boron bubble experiment the reentrant tube was out (6.2 

grams lP5 equivalent) and the control rod set at 7.15 inch& 

(9 grams U235 equivalent). The estimated absorption for the r@ 

is 195 square centimeteks, (the effective surface ama of the. 

cadmiw~ cylinder is used to get this value), that for the re- . 

entrant tube 6 square cenlAmter8, or total square centimeters 
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equal 318 + X95-& = 507 

Tern IL = bc x 2.?06l?i7 
n3mTm l 

and&c= 556/C(R/gm U=5 

This value &e&m the berm bubble experiment mC independent 

0almlation(20) merrticmed above* See also general Ciacuaaicm 

(20) 
-C-w.-. 

E. Femi, 2. Eintun: Dependence of Reactivfty of the Y?at;ar Boiler cm tb 
Ikrw3 of IP5 in the Sphere, L&470. 

(4) Supercrftical Eehmior of th Water Boiler. 

v-3 
P-.-N. - 

1 
C.P. Baker, F.'L. Bentzen, J. Bridge, R..k Carter, H. Daghlian, B. Hammel, 
J. Hia'ioc, F. de Hoffman, LG. Holloway, D. W. Kerst, LA P. King, H. ,X. 
Lshr. J.3. zeidway, &EL Schreiber, J.X. ~tXU"R8r‘="~at%r Boiler", U-134. 

-- 

In order to determine the supercritical behavior of lope, perioda 

of the& boiler where measured for various supercritical control 

rod positions. In each mmsursimnt the intensity was &llowe,d to 

rim for at least one period and then the' increae fn camlAg 

rata follawed for one or more order of magnitude, This prouedure 

gave straight line semi-log plots except For the longest periods* 

Hbre tti long limd delayed neutrons kd not yet reached an 

equilibrium oonditioa and the final slope of the plots WM used 

for Uie period determinatioa. Figure 8 shuws the degree of 

criticality in terms & graurss of $35 as de%m&ed from the 

control rod oalibraticm, 

It ww thowht useful to detirmine a relation between reactivity 

and period for the water boiler which might be useful for 'a; . 

higher pmr boiler. This was done by detsmining the constants 
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in equdion (9) belaw with the data av&.ab&qfromthe me&umd 'b ' . . . . 
su~rcriticsl periods, the 33su&s of the boron bubbler e@mriment 

(18.25 = 1 per cent in K) and tl2e knovm delay periods.. 

(This is equation 9 of Chapter 2 of tti8 vole. A coa@bte 

derivation of this reactivity equation is given there.) 

AK = 3 +Eff . q ri 
7 !r+ i 

in the limit 

(9) . 

. 
Taking thq boron bubble result that ~~+$.AcR; = 1 gram U*= axi 

, 

29.2 seconds 3.97 46e3 2176 l 064 n 2.72 
u91 

101 
0 069 

n 1.52 
232 

833 0 m4 tt 
l 78  774 tt 627 s99 0 26 

1352 
131 4101 

tt 0 13 71 ,a96 

The last colum appears to approach 0.1. The 101~ IBlue for 

the longest peri& c;m easily be accounted for by the umer- 

tainty in the detemimtfon df AK for such a smll change. 

Xf one neglects any difference in energy with period for the 

delayed neutrons 7 qizi can be obtained froltz the krtawa 

detiy yeriodso 

























































of additional. ccmtrol rcb fur gm3ab.r flexfbility of oper&ion; 

through the spbrs to permit access tq the M@est neutmm fUuc 

for certain types of experimxits; (4) intr0dmt&on of water cool- 

ing and air flushing systems; (5) cw3tructZon of gaamaa ray snd 

neutron shields;. (6) the addition of a graphite thermalizing 

column; (7) use of 1/U inch instead of i/32 inch stainless steel . 

throughout as a prec@ion against possible imreas~ ~II corrosion 

when opemtinq at high power. 

The general m layout is shoan.in Figure 1% The arrangeonent is 

such so as to permit uobstmcted paths of at least 30 feet for 

neutron beams from the *heal column or ports leading to the 

reactor. Water, air md solution drain pipes are,in a shielded 

underground trench leading to the small chenistry Jab and de- 

contamination equipment. 

When the high power boiler nas planned, it was thought advisable 

. to have facilities available for decontaminatkq the solution. . 

This was believed necessary in case cur&tions should arise which 

would require the quick return of the material for other" pwposes, 

and ~II addition the length of time the boiler could run without. 

re@r&g decontamination was someprhat uncerttin. For these 

masons a small chemical laboratory was constructed with a fraction- 

ating tower and &her equipent necesqary for decontaminating the 

boiler solution which might have several thousand ~~~ Of 

activity. 

The ether extraction method BBS chosen for decontamixzation since . 

the method iuas well. known for purification of uranyl nitrab. The 

flow sheet for the . equfpiwnt is &own in Figye 2!& The debils 
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of the equipent and method are given in r@fekek$ (36). .ard 

(3bl 
I,. Hehholte, 3. C. Nevermel, P., H, Tfktkins: High Pouer Water Boiler 
(sections on decontzuzination) U-394. ’ 

It now seems that such elaborate equipkmt msy not be needed 

for a water boiler since there has been no need for dkcontamir+ 

ation of the solution in over 2500 kilowatt hours of operation. 

This‘is due to the extremely low corrosior~ rate of the stainless 

steel conkainer and the large frmt%on of fission activity (an 

estited 30 ptzr cent) carried out by'the flushing air.(37) 
-_- __- _~ 

m 
- 

A. Golds&in, S. Katcoff: Sweeping of Gases from Homgenous Pila, I&,548. 

It was possible to get a rather good estimate of the 8c1otmt of 

U235 which would be recpired for the high power boiler from 

. simple wlculations based on measurements made ck~ lope, . 
hrious tamper measurements have been described (Secti& 4.2-3, 

(8b),) These showed that tjm most effective tampers were! Be0 or 

a composite %O core graphite shell. It eras point& out there, 

that beryllium is not an ideal tanper material for'cartain types 

of experiments due to its large f - n CIWSS section. The need of 

Be0 bricks for other high priorfty experia;ents goiq on in the 

laboratory, and-the amount of enriched mate&&L avaikbl~ lead 

to the choice of the ccqosite ixmper imesp8Cti~ of other 

consideratims. 

Nuxmrous other criticalrasasaw~nts uere made to assist in 

estimating the critji& mass required for m. Th8 effect 



of a l/32 inch thicker sphere wall was meahihd‘by fitting a 

spare heniaphewical spinntig araund the lopo sphere; the I 
effect of.th& cocUn,g pipe was esttited by placing a short 

section of the pipe at various posfiions in&de the sphere; 

a aimil.ar experimnt using reentrant tubes determfned the 

effect of the nglory hole", 

to hohi the boiler 

of these additional 

just critical gave 8 measure of th8 

IF f or each 8unple tested. The net se&t 

absorbers was determinedas 19 grams 

U235. (Thicker sphere 20 gr+m, cooling pipe 80 gmm; glory 

In E-king these estimates it was assumed that the effect of 

these absorbers was additive and that cme could dxtrapolate 

the effect of a @  sbsorber to one many tiwsdarger as was 

the case for khan cooLJnP coil. These assumptions are not 

necessarily tsue, but the results prwed to be quite accurat8. 

The conversion .from ura@ sulphate to urang'l nitsate should 

decrease the reactivity by about 3.4 per cant due to the larger 

sulphk). The abs&uta calibsation of lop0 (a&ion 4.2-3~) 

Of $35 . This meant that a change from sulphatk to nitrake was 

The teqmdure coqfficieat ahqald be about Ejroportio~ to he 

(Ssction 4.2~3(2).) 
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or a total Qf 770 grams. This inku3e consi8ted csf (1) 

70 grams for the change from sulph;tte to titrate, (2) 13. 

grams for changes in the sphere &n&w and (313 grams for 

the' tampr change and the faur chmber mator hdl@s to be 

used in the nm set up. 

The actual criticalmms would have been 773 puns had there 

been enough araterial with 14.6 per cent endchmnt. !Rm ’ 

estimates above are seen to be quite accurate and.indicate 

that the sepmate muafll;~F-tr;ents ooere additive. 

The origiml prediction was not this close due to the m- 

cerkinty e&sting at that time in the absu1ute caJ,ibmtion . 

of lop. Thialu&d toanurxiematimate bya factor of two 

in the effect of the chzuqe fra sy&hate to titrate. 

The available Lt.6 per cent mter%al amozmted to 767 gras, or, 

not quite enough to,go critic& An additional 102 gram of 

Ua5 then,procured had a 10.8 per c&t enrichment 80 that aft- 

ckitical with 806 grad. Recently, due to the ioss of’scme 

in Zha follming sections are .the follcxingt 

sih@Z of a core of m Wicks (2) supplemmted by a she&l of graphite (3). . 



. pierced 'by a hurizcmtal pipe (ng~.qt hole".) (5) to enable one to have access 

to the highest possible neutron flux. Between the tamper and ttse tknrml 

coluirm (6) is.8 Msxmth wall (7) which prcmided gamma .ray protection for the 

thermal columns A mtmmable cadmium curt@ (8) can be used as a shutter 

for thermal neutrons j,n the cokuma. The shield around the entire assembly 

consists of f4mhes of lead (9), l/32 inch of cadmftlm and 5 fedi of concrete 

(10) 0 

(1) Sphere assembly (l/l6 inch wall 

throughout U. joints epsed to solution or vapm have stain- 

less steel welda) 

(a) sphere - A one foot c&ameter stainless steel sphere cunta%ns the 

pdes to 3/& in& at the squator. The sphprt consists. of two' 

spun heaaispherw rdth a l$ inch IJ) tube we~ded&nto the top and L 
a 3/4 inch tube into the lowei hdspbrs, A 1 inch pipe is . . .* 
weLded hori;eontaUythm the sphere to permit irradiation ‘&t the 

not to p&s thrmgh'tie weld joking the~kmmisph~res. This 

#eld, the last to be done in the ass&My, .was mcde by flcmizg 

the narrow flared lips on the two kmispheres tog&h- with 
: 

an acetylene torch. * . A he&,un~atmosphere ~8 tikntained inside 

the sphere assembly. 

ive length of lfl izlches is wou@ in th8 forth . . . . .' 

sharps details of : 

ID ancg an effect- 



Figure 21 

qypo Sphere JlAm3ably 

Total Volume of Splaere P4700 cubic centimtsTs 

Volulas of 3/4 pipe 200 n n 

Total 14900 n n 

Vollm3 

Total 1223 ” n 

l!dinim Voltme Solution Requimd 13780 cubic centimtera 
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(b) Tbmal column - Adjacetit to one side of the tamper fs a fi foot 

but normally extend to the carlmiun curtain. The largest port 

obtainable 6thout -complete mtnvdelfng of the thermal column is 

3r, inch x x inch &ending into the thermal column 4 feet. 

k cadmjum curtain e&ends across the therm1 cohum 4 feet from 

the front of the column. This curtain cm be raised or lowered 

by &I electric motor with gear reduction and ptiu system con- 

trolled either from the &ntrd room or from the end of the 

COlUmn. The curtain acts as EL shutter 

can be used for timing pwposes or to 

tent&y during changes in uxperimmtal 

(c) Radiation shield - In order to provide adeqmte physiological 

for thermal neutrons and 

reduce the neutron in- 

eqtipU8ntm 

protection and to reduce the ncutrcm and f-ray backgrounds to 

sufficieqtly low levels for experimental purposes a effactive 

radiation shield is essential. .This is accOmplished by a cm- 

bination of .caciaim, lead, concrete, and bismuth. 

AU. surfaces of the tamper and thermal. colurrm are covered with 

l/32 inch 0f ~adm-irun t0 &0p the theirnal .neu%rons. 'The cadlnliw 

is backed by at least 4 inches of Lead to reduce thu resulting 

J!r rays. The entire unit is then ezuilosd by 3 feet of concrete 

(accept at the end of the them& &o&m) to reduce the remaining 

graya and fast neutron h&&g8. The COZICZ'et8 is dl pcmrud 

mc&k for that above i&6 tamper &d 't'harkl column (Figure 28), . 
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set on rails to permit easy access to the tanper. The shield 

on top of the thermal colurm is in the fti?%rpf..tirge wsent 

blocks supported by the colurrm. Above the tamper the shield 

is supported by beans resting on a ledge povided by the con- 

erete side ualls. This portion of the sUeld was origu 

msde with a veryluw strength Cement mix and small concrete 

bldcs. Later, this was replaced by building bricks and sand. 

Botktypes of construction have been sati;sfactory and can be 

removed without much &fficulty if access to the sphere is 

necessaxyy from above. 

To give additional hay proteCtion in front of the thermal . 

column (where tfiere isonly graphite if work.is being done on 

the COG-) an 8 inch thick pier of bQmath is placed between 

the tamper ancj the the&d cobm. !I!bia remaltsina mibstmtial 

decrease 5.n the direct g mdiati~ from the sphere itself, witb- 

out a serious neutrOn loss. To make up fortha lack of cuncr+ 

in front ofthethermal colon the neutron and dray leakage is 

further reduced by adding a 1 inch layer of polytherm ad a 3/6 . 

the tUckma of the laadto 8 inches. l3ie G. M. counter back- 

ground~in front of the crslnrrrn when operatiqg at full power is *a 

only. twice that due to cosmic rays* 

parts 6pposite the sphere are shield* by 

. 

cbncrete am norma3ly 

inches of lead. The 

wuoden plugs and 4 inch 
. 

1-d doors to per&Lessy access to the "glory hole% Figures 
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(3) Control, shim and safety F&S. 

The reactifity of the b&w is 

cad&m rods operated from them~trc&robm; two control rods, . 

a shimrod,and a safetyrod. The latter aluays remains out 

during operation, It is used only to stop the .chain r&&ion 

M case the intensity should get too high. For additional 

safety the two control rods are designed with a release me&an- 

iszn so that they can be wad for safety as well as control. * 

These safety devices are necessary in casu the power is raised 

too rapidly. Under normal. operating conditions'the boiler is 

self-regulating due to the temper;itur0 effect; hcmeww, if the 

rods are pulled out too fast, without. a safesy device the heat 

* libested might be enough to vaporize the solution before the 

in&eased taarperabre had time to control the reactivity. The 

fastest period theoretically obtainable with the-boiler is 

approximtely .02 seconds. The rods are mounted vertically 80 

that those used for safety may fall freely when released. This 

elbinates the necessity of a fir'st me&w&al device *to push 

themin. 

The total. equivalence in grams of U= of the control and sti 



aluminum. Both halves of the tk~e sheaths can be seen In place 

in Figure a; abooe the iron platd the sheaths are bon. 

The to00 control rods tie identical. They mere made as light.as 

possible so that they could be operated directly by sefqms. 

Each rod is 113 hhes long and weighs 4 pcxmds. It con’sists 

(Figure 32) of two long strips of dwal 2 inches apart. The 

~OUW end of the gap between the strips is fi3led by 2+ sheet of 

~dmium (9 inches long, 2$ in&es tide and .G32 inch thiok] 

samdmiched between two similar sheets of dur& As shorn In 

cross-sect&n in the figure, each side of the cad&am sandw&& 

fits in a slot cut in Ibe corresponding dual strip. To I&XL- 

aise the total weight of the rods this slot &ends the full 

length of each strip. 

Rack and pinion devices am used to move the rods. The racks 

are 26 inches long nmnted at the top of eqch rod between 

dual strips. The pinion gear is nzounted directly on the 

s&if%. 

IA order that the rod act fast enough for safety, it mast be 

allowed to drop freely. Since it must also have a fairly 

the 

selsyn 

accumte 

position con&l a rather complicated meckmxi~ is necessary. 

This Is shown in Figures 33& 36- 

To z~llow the rod to drop frmly the p51150n gear (l), Fig~e "Ba 

musti be released from the selsyn, For this raason the pidon is 

CaupleGi to the SelsyA. Ji3 order to drop the rod the coapfing (2) 

.caaplhg is hal closed, against the for&e of two springs by a pusf; 
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It was desirable to eiir;inate ion-producing processes uhicl~ 

result from pst kistory of the, boi2er, or from the total 

(nv)t hming pa%@&-t~o@r32m ionization chmber. This 

zm.nt using a con&m&ion materid for the chaaber,which . 

gave vwy little. residual activity after a strong bombard- 

ment. It had been found at Chicago that if ordinary %lacP 

or coid rolled ison were used, practical the only activity 

present was due to MI im?u?ities. So the cbber Figure 46, 

is built entirely of this uterial. 

The &amber was designed uith paralleled plates connected as 

shown twpermit rather large swr"ace ama in 

volume so that the large ionization currents 

sensitivity could be obtained. Anothei- type 

a convenient 

used to replace the El? 3 cUea is shown in 

The chamber, Figure 66, contatis a total of 184 rcilligrams of 

u 235 0 Xl. @Labs excefl those on the ends are coated on both 

sides, The coating is the residue left after heating the 

origin&L 353 ihiUigra;rs of 63.1 per’ cer,t enriched U308 put on .- 

in the forra of nitrate with a zqxm binder, 

The small $35 chamber which has been used to determine the 

linearity of tkle g&mmmter systen? is usad to integrate tha 

total-power. This is accotnpiished by setting the discriminator 

of a scaler to a value IM& tili give sane predetermined 

number of counts fur a kiloooatt-minute of operation. TfiiS 

system, recorded on amd$fiedmechanic~ wunterthrougfia d 
scafe of, 256, iS never turned off, and is rmd at the control 

paId at the be&iIUdng -and end of each run. 'Ihis cha@bW ahO 






















